HOW TO GET TO THE MEDALLION CLUB

By Private Vehicle
- Enter the Etihad Stadium car park via Bourke Street - Car Park Entry A (left ramp)
- Proceed to Gate 9
- Take the lift to Level 2 and follow the signs to the Medallion Club

By Taxi
- Direct the taxi to stop on the Harbour Esplanade side of the venue
- Walk up the steps next to AFL House turn to your right, proceeding to Gate 9
- Take the lift to Level 2 and follow the signs to the Medallion Club

By Train
- Cross the Bourke Street Pedestrian Bridge from Southern Cross Station
- When you get to the stadium, turn to your left, proceeding to Gate 9
- Take the lift to Level 2 and follow the signs to the Medallion Club

By Tram
- The Latrobe Street, Bourke Street and City Circle trams can be utilised to get to Etihad Stadium. Please refer to the map once you alight the tram to ascertain the direction you need to travel to and around the venue to get to Gate 9.